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Abstract— Now days purchasing and shopping at big malls 

is becoming daily activity in metro cities. We can see a huge 

rush at malls on holidays and weekends. The rush is even 

more when there are special offers and discounts. People 

purchase different items and put them in trolley. After total 

purchase one need to go to billing counter for payments. At 

the billing counter cashier prepare the bill using barcode 

reader which is time consuming process and results in long 

queues at billing counters. Our aim is to develop a system 

that can be used in shopping malls to solve the above 

mentioned challenge. The system will be placed in all the 

trolleys. It will consist of RFID reader. All the products in 

the mall will be equipped with RFID tags. When a person 

puts any products in the trolley, its code will be detected and 

the price of the product will be stored in memory. As we put 

the products, the costs will get added to total bill. Thus the 

billing will be done in the trolley itself. Item name and its 

costs will be displayed on LCD. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Shopping mall is a place where get their daily necessities 

ranging from food products, clothing, electrical appliances 

etc. Now day’s numbers of large as well as small shopping 

malls has increased through the global due to increasing 

public demand and spending. Sometimes customers have 

problems regarding the incomplete information the product 

on sale and waste of unnecessary at the billing counters. 

Continuous improvement is required in the traditional 

billing system to improve the quality of shopping experience 

to the customers. 

To overcome these problems stated above and to 

improve the existing system, we have designed Automatic 

Billing Trolley Using RFID. This can be done by simply 

attaching RFID tags to the products and a RFID reader with 

a LCD display on the shopping trolley. This electronic 

product code provides the info like name, price etc about the 

product. When the customer will put the product in the 

trolley, the radio frequency ID scans the tag and the 

electronic product code number is known by the Radio 

Frequency ID reader. Radio Frequency ID reader passes the 

electronic product code to the ARM7 microcontroller where 

ARM7 compares the electronic product code with the data 

base of the system containing various products. After that 

the name, price and expire date of the product obtain by the  

ARM7 gets displayed on the LCD display of the futuristic 

billing trolley, where user can see the product information. 

The ARM7 microcontroller also passes the data obtained 

from the data base RF transmitter from where the data is 

wirelessly transmitted to the billing computers. The master 

computer receives this data though RF receiver using 

MAX232 interface. MAX232 interface is the 

interconnection media between the RF receiver and the 

computer. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY   

RFID is generic term for technologies that use radio wave to 

automatically identify individual items. RFID is a 

technology that allows data transfer between tags and 

readers without the necessity of line of light over a distance 

of up to a couple of 10 meters depending on the type of tag 

used. For RFID system the information is being transferred 

via radio wave, and multiple tags can be read or written 

simultaneously.  

The first use of radio wave to transmit the signals 

as similar to the RFID technology can date back to World 

War 2 when transponder(tags) were put on airplane and used 

to identify an approaching plane. Interrogators (readers) sent 

a signal to the transponder on the plane and the signal that is 

sent back could be used to distinguish between friendly and 

hostile aircraft. The history of RFID technology 

development is listed below. 

 1940-1950 reader refined and used major World War 2 

development effort. REID invented in 1948. 

 1950-1960 early explorations of RFID technology, 

laboratory experiment. 

 1960-1970 development of the theory of RFID. 

 1970-1980 explosion of  RFID development. Tests 

RFID accelerate. 

 1980-1990 commercial application of RFID enter 

mainstream. 

 1990-2000 emergence of standards. RFID widely 

deployed. RFID becomes a part of everyday life. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Disadvantage of Existing System 

For a barcode to be read, the scanner must be placed directly 

in front of each label, and both need to be oriented in a very 

specific position in order to work properly. 

B. Working of Proposed System 

 
Fig.1: Block diagram of trolley section 

C. Working of Trolley Section 

In this unit the ARM processor is attached to the RFID 

reader and barcode reader. When customer will put a 

product in the trolley, the RFID reader will read the RFID 

tag and barcode reader will read the barcode on the product 
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and will send a signal to the ARM processor. The ARM 

processor will store it in memory and compares it with the 

lookup table. If it matches then the name, price, and the 

number of products will be display on the LCD and also the 

total amount of items purchased. 

D. Working of PC Section 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of PC section 

As soon as shopping is over the user comes near the billing 

section. The total bill will be displayed on the billing 

computer. The information will be transfer with the help of 

wireless communication.   

IV. FEATURES 

a) It is time saving process. That means customer can have 

billing on trolley itself which saves time of customer at 

the billing counter. 

b) The system will also reduce the manpower at the billing 

counter. 

c) The system improves accuracy of the billing. 

V. ALGORITHM 

Steps: 

1) Start. 

2) Initialize microcontroller and LCD. 

3) Detect RFID tag code and check with stored code. 

4) Add cost of product to total bill. 

5) If any product is removed then the cost will subtracted 

from total bill. 

6) After done button pressed. The bill will transfer to PC. 

7) Stop. 

VI. APPLICATION  

The main application of this system is at shopping malls to 

reduce the billing time, reduced manpower and enhancing 

the shopping joy. 

1) It can be used at Jewellers shop. 

2) It can be used in industries. 

3) It can be used anywhere like shopping markets where 

the barcodes are used to good solution which avoids 

barcode technology. 

VII. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 3: Price of product on LCD 

 
Fig. 4: Result of product and total amount on LCD 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we conclude that, the time required for billing 

in the shopping malls is reduced by self scanning process 

also we deduct the product from the trolley and keep eye on 

shopping budget. We also get the expire date of a product as 

we scan it. Thus the precious the time of each customer 

consumed during billing at the billing counter is reduced. 

This system can be more advanced by using GPS, Zigbee 

and other communication system. 
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